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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2501: Playing with Fire, You’re No Good! 

Lin Chaotian’s right hand had a cluster of pale white flames, emitting a buzzing sound. 

Just looking at it gave people a scorching hot feeling. 

In his left hand, a bluster of black flames jumped irregularly, giving people a soul-stirring feeling. 

Two clusters of flames made everyone present, including Tian Qing and Yue Mengli, have a feeling of 

incredible danger. 

“Those are Cangli Heavenly Fire and Nihility Karmic Fire! In the legends, they are the strongest fire 

seedlings of fire-attribute rule! Among these two flames, one is incomparably blazing hot and can 

incinerate all things. The other is dark and deep and can crush all thoughts! Two flames, one ethereal 

and one corporeal, they can burn everything! These two flames are both legendary flames! I didn’t 

expect that he’s able to condense them as soon as he became a Dao Ancestor!” Tian Qing said gloomily. 

His eyes also exuded dread. 

Becoming a Dao Ancestor, there were really not many existences capable of making him apprehensive 

anymore. 

These two clusters of flames were one of the few existences. 

In his heart, he already acknowledged Lin Chaotian as his opponent. 

Yue Mengli’s brows furrowed slightly and she said worriedly, “Then Ye Yuan he …” 

Tian Qing nodded and said, “The Nihility Karmic Fire isn’t like these corporeal flames. It’s incredibly 

harmful to the divine soul. Even if it’s this ancestor, if I get hit by the Nihility Karmic Fire, the chances of 

survival are very slim too! Ye Yuan’s divine soul is very strange, but wanting to resist the Nihility Karmic 

Fire, I’m afraid that it isn’t realistic. No wonder this guy dared to proclaim to reign supreme over the 

human race, these words weren’t bragging!” 

Yue Mengli’s expression changed slightly and she instinctively wanted to make a move but was grabbed 

hold of by Tian Qing. 

It was only to hear him say indifferently, “If he wants to kill Ye Yuan, I’m afraid that it isn’t enough yet. 

But if Ye Yuan is seriously injured on the verge of death, this ancestor will make a move.” 

“Heh heh, dodge, dodge, dodge! Dodging when at Deva Realm, now that you achieved Grand Ancestor 

Realm you’re still dodging! Ye Yuan, just the likes of your cowardly appearance, you also dare to call 

yourself Saint Azure in vain? You are merely a coward!” Lin Chaotian had a contorted expression as he 

said with a sneer. 

Ye Yuan still did not turn back and suddenly pointed with his fingertip. 

A streak of sword energy penetrated into Wang Cheng’s body, snuffing out his life force. 
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Wang Cheng’s pupils were currently turning lax. 

He never dreamed that he would die just after becoming a Dao Ancestor! 

Perhaps he was the saddest Dao Ancestor in history, right? 

One silk thread after another gushed out of Wang Cheng’s body. 

Finally, they condensed into a light blue stone. 

Rule crystal! 

Ye Yuan casually picked up the rule crystal and threw it to the Pang Zhen who was not far away, and said 

coolly, “This position of Ancestor Lightning is more suitable for you.” 

Pang Zhen looked at the rule crystal in his hand, his brain somewhat short-circuiting. 

This … Did a pie drop from the sky? 

No, wait, this was the pie that His Excellency gave to him! 

Heavenly Dao Samsara already closed, but he actually obtained a chance to become Dao Ancestor! 

At this moment, countless envious gazes were cast towards him. 

With Heavenly Dao Samsara closing, whoever refined a rule crystal would be a Dao Ancestor! 

It was just that, wanting to kill a Dao Ancestor was easier said than done! 

However, Ye Yuan killed one casually just like that! 

“Ye Yuan, this … this … better give it to Wan Zhen!” Pang Zhen was rather excited but still did not lose 

his senses as he looked at Ye Yuan and said. 

Wan Zhen’s expression turned dark, and he said, “His Excellency said to give it to you, so just take it! 

What nonsense is this!” 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “His path isn’t suitable to become Dao Ancestor! Later on, I’ll help him 

customize his path of cultivation. In the future, when his Five Element Laws reach the realm of rule at 

the same time, what would Dao Ancestors count for?” 

The moment these words came out, everyone revealed shocked expressions. 

Wan Zhen himself was even agitated until his heart was almost jumping out. 

With regards to the future of the people around him, Ye Yuan had naturally considered it. 

Pang Zhen specialized in the path of lightning, his best outlet was naturally becoming a Dao Ancestor. 

Furthermore, it was Dao Ancestor Lightning! 

Actually, before leaving the Heavenspan Mountain, Ye Yuan already had the idea of killing people. 

It was just that at that time, he still did not know who was Dao Ancestor Lightning. 



Now, it was just nice that there was Wang Cheng who came out to jump around. He naturally would not 

be courteous. 

What Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets learned was too heterogeneous and the Dao of Divination 

was too illusory and vague, Ye Yuan had no clue as to how to proceed too. 

Therefore, a Dao Ancestor Watersource was naturally most suitable for him. 

As for Wan Zhen, he naturally had to follow the path of Five Elements to corroborate his Dao! 

He could expedite the birth of 18 grand ancestors with array formations. So what was hard about 

making Wan Zhen become Grand Ancestor Five Elements? 

Moreover, his present Formation Dao already reached the realm of rule! 

The array formations that he laid down now were god knows how many times stronger than back then! 

It was just that he had always been overwhelmed by the matter of the Doomsday Battle previously until 

he could not breathe. He naturally did not have time to set up array formations too. 

Ye Yuan pursed his mouth and said, “You look at that fellow. He only mastered two power of rules and 

haven’t fused them yet and is already so strong! In the future, your achievements will likely be above 

Tian Qing’s!” 

Who he was referring to was naturally Lin Chaotian. 

At this time, Lin Chaotian currently had such bluster that it billowed to the sky. Two clusters of shocking 

flames made everyone give sidelong glances. 

But Ye Yuan ignored him. 

This kind of contempt, probably even a fool could see it. 

It was just that everyone did not understand where his confidence came from! 

One had to know, this one ethereal flame and one corporeal flame, they made even Tian Qing incredibly 

fearful! 

Lin Chaotian cussed Ye Yuan for being a coward, but Ye Yuan completely ignored him. 

This kind of slighting finally made Lin Chaotian unbelievably angry! 

“Damn thing! It’s you who are seeking death yourself! You can’t blame this ancestor! Go to hell for me!” 

Lin Chaotian gave a roar, Cangli Heavenly Fire and Nihility Karmic Fire being released at the same time! 

Places that the two clusters of flames passed through, two long trails were actually drawn out. 

The void was being burned! 

It was currently right beside the Heavenspan Mountain, space was extremely stable. Being able to burn 

the space, it could be seen how terrifying these two clusters of flames were! 

Two clusters of flames carried Lin Chaotian’s fury and headed straight for Ye Yuan. 



But it was like Ye Yuan did not see it, still talking away to Pang Zhen without any care. 

“Hahaha … Cangli Heavenly Fire and Nihility Karmic Fire are like bone-infesting maggots! Wherever you 

go, they will follow there! This ancestor wants to see where you run!” Lin Chaotian laughed wildly as he 

said. 

When Pang Zhen saw that Ye Yuan was completely clueless, his expression changed slightly as he 

warned, “Be careful, Your Excellency!” 

Ye Yuan seemed to be oblivious and still said to Wan Zhen, “Five rules fusing, heh heh, even thinking 

about it makes people somewhat look forward to it! If you succeed, our human race will be able to 

suppress the myriad races forever!” 

Ye Yuan had a look of excitement, but the others all had their hearts leap to their throats! 

Wan Zhen’s expression changed drastically and he bellowed, “Your Excellency! Fire!” 

As he said, the two clusters of flames already arrived before Ye Yuan. 

Lin Chaotian saw that Ye Yuan actually did not avoid it and could not help saying with wild elation, “Fool! 

You’re also too careless!” 

Boom! 

Boom! 

The two flames virtually landed on Ye Yuan’s body at the same time. 

The Nihility Karmic Fire burrowed into Ye Yuan’s body with a whoosh. 

While the Cangli Heavenly Fire burned on Ye Yuan’s body. 

“Hahaha … die! Foolish fellow, you’ve avoided for so many years! But in the end, you actually didn’t 

dodge! You really deserve this!” Lin Chaotian said with a wild laugh when he saw the situation. 

However, amidst the flames, a voice came out faintly, “Playing with fire, you’re no good!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2502: You Seem to be Scared! 

Under the watchful gazes of the people, the Cangli Heavenly Fire on Ye Yuan’s body gradually 

extinguished. 

As for that terrifying Nihility Karmic Fire, it was akin to a rock falling into the sea; not stirring up any 

waves at all. 

Recalling back then, that unknown existence’s Eight Extreme Heavenly Fire did not even refine Ye Yuan, 

and let Ye Yuan achieve the chaos origin divinity instead. 

Although the Nihility Karmic Fire was strong, compared to the Eight Extreme Heavenly Fire, it was 

worlds apart. How could it threaten the present Ye Yuan? 

This Nihility Karmic Fire was a joke! 
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And Ye Yuan’s physical body was the limit of existence in the Heavenspan World. 

The Dragon Clan’s paramount cultivation method coupled with the perfect Nine Transformations Golden 

Body, was there any kind of flame in this world that could incinerate him? 

Furthermore, talking about playing with fire, Ye Yuan was the ancestor of playing with fire! 

Although he did not cultivate fire-attribute law and was unable to condense all kinds of terrifying flames. 

His fire controlling technique had long already reached the acme of perfection. 

Wanting to use fire to burn him was easier said than done! 

Originally, everyone was doubtful and trying to guess what kind of means Ye Yuan would use to face 

these two mighty flames. 

But no one could have thought that he actually did not block them! 

He did not care at all! 

Tian Qing had an inert face and blinked his eyes fiercely, thinking that he had a misconception. 

“He … He’s actually completely unscathed! Completely unharmed! This … How is this possible? Those 

are Cangli Heavenly Fire and Nihility Karmic Fire! He actually didn’t even employ divine essence? I’m not 

dreaming right?” 

He felt that his understanding had been seriously challenged. 

These two legendary flames could not be seen randomly. 

But the result was too surprising. 

“I-It’s impossible, right? It was so far away and I even had a feeling of being evaporated just now. Yet, 

Lord Saint Azure he’s actually completely unscathed?” 

“Two legendary flames and they were actually unable to make Lord Saint Azure take action?” 

“It’s really too impressive! No wonder Lord Saint Azure kept on ignoring Lin Chaotian. It turns out that 

he really doesn’t care!” 

… … 

The powerhouses around were all marveling with admiration endlessly. 

Even if they did not understand the origins of these two mighty flames, they could also feel the horror of 

these two clusters of flames. 

But Ye Yuan’s casualness really shocked him. 

Of course, the one who was most shocked was none other than Lin Chaotian himself. 

He used his most terrifying means in a state of extreme fury. 

As a result, Ye Yuan did not even have any interest in making a move! 



How could this not frighten him? 

He was really scared! 

“A-Are you the devil? This … Even this and you are fine? Impossible! You … You must be forcefully 

enduring it!” Lin Chaotian bellowed. 

For the first time, Ye Yuan looked Lin Chaotian in the eye and said coolly, “You … seem to be scared!” 

Lin Chaotian’s expression changed and he said angrily, “Scared? This ancestor is currently humanity’s 

number one person, the human race’s sovereign! Would I be scared of you, a guy who isn’t even a Dao 

Ancestor? Ye Yuan, if you have the capability, let’s fight upright and openly!” 

He was really scared! 

Anyone could tell that what he was yelling was threatening in manner but inwardly shaky. 

The feeling that Ye Yuan gave him was too strange! 

He boasted that he already understood Ye Yuan very well. 

But that scene earlier, he suddenly discovered his understanding of Ye Yuan was actually extremely 

limited. 

This person was always outside of your understanding! 

Each time, he felt that everything was under control. 

However, things never developed in the direction that he imagined. 

Ye Yuan looked at Lin Chaotian with interest and he said with a faint smile, “Okay!” 

That smile carried indescribable contempt. 

Lin Chaotian was greatly triggered. Two power of rules surged frenziedly once more. 

“Heaven Wielding Golden Crow! Myriad Fire Consecration!” 

Lin Chaotian roared, carried a large golden bird, and rushed toward Ye Yuan. 

The current Ye Yuan was still taking his own sweet time. 

It was only to see him reach his hand out and grab in the void. A transparent long sword impressively 

appeared in his hand. 

Seeing this scene, everyone sucked in a breath of cold air. 

“I-Is that sword a sword of void?” 

“Insane! Really crazy! He … He’s actually using space as a weapon!” 

“This … Can it still be played like this?” 

… … 



There were shocked voices all around. 

Tian Qing’s pupils constricted, and he said, “The void as a sword, this boy indeed comprehended spatial 

rule! However, if it’s merely spatial rule, it’s not a great threat to this ancestor too!” 

He weighed it over and felt that he should not fear Ye Yuan. 

After all, back then when Shang Hang fused space and time, two great rules, Shang Hang could not do 

anything to him. 

Now, he corroborated his Dao to become an ancestor, his strength increased greatly. 

A Sword Dao rule, a spatial rule, was not enough to pose a threat to him. 

Swoosh! 

At this time, Ye Yuan finally moved! 

Only to see his figure flash, already arriving in front of the golden crow. 

Facing the human who provoked him so much, that golden crow roared, as if wanting to completely 

devour Ye Yuan. 

“Roar!” 

The golden crow’s two wings shook, swallowing directly towards Ye Yuan. 

The corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled slightly and he did not unleash some earth-shaking big move 

either, rushing straight for the golden crow. 

“Chi! Chi! Chi!” 

In the time it took for sparks to fly off a piece of flint 

That golden crow was directly hacked into countless chunks, dissipating into nothing. 

“This … This …” 

Lin Chaotian opened his mouth wide, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

He relied on this move to reach a draw with Progenitor Tian Qing! 

In front of Ye Yuan, it actually did not even have excess strength to fight back? 

Ye Yuan looked at Lin Chaotian with a smile that was not a smile and said, “Is this the strength of 

humanity’s sovereign? Aren’t you afraid of people laughing their heads off by being the human race’s 

sovereign?” 

Lin Chaotian’s pupils constricted, finally revealing a fearful expression. 

He was not a fool. Ye Yuan’s casual mood was not a pretense! 

This guy was really impressive! 

Clearly, before this, his spatial law had not reached grand completion yet. 



In a short one month’s time, his spatial law actually reached the realm of rule! 

With Sword Dao rule and spatial rule fusing, the current Ye Yuan was too strong! 

This kind of strength was simply unreasonably strong! 

At this time, Lin Chaotian finally wanted to back out. 

Swoosh! 

Lin Chaotian urged his divine essence to the extreme, running into the distance. 

Ye Yuan seemed to have long expected it. His figure just swayed and he already blocked in front of Lin 

Chaotian. 

His teleport was much faster than Lin Chaotian’s movement technique. 

“Why? Weren’t you very arrogant before? Didn’t you want to unify the human race? Is our human race’s 

sovereign running away?” Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Lin Chaotian’s expression was indescribably ugly. 

He thought that after he became a Dao Ancestor, he would be able to tower above all of humanity. 

Who would have expected that in a short one month’s time, Ye Yuan actually became strong to such an 

extent! 

Suddenly, his gaze flickered and he took out a small crystal. 

Tear of Life! 

Lin Chaotian said in a stern voice, “Ye Yuan, if you dare come over, this ancestor will crush it! The Tear of 

Life is a rule item. As long as it’s shattered, it will return to heaven and earth!?Heh,?this ancestor knows 

that this thing is very important to you. Just try if you dare to kill this ancestor!” 

This was his final trump card! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2503: Reaping What You Sow! 

“Oh??Is that so?” 

Facing Lin Chaotian’s threat, Ye Yuan was completely indifferent but moved closer forward instead. 

Lin Chaotian had a look of fear and repeatedly fell back as he said, “You … Don’t you come over! Walk 

over again and this ancestor will really crush it!” 

Ye Yuan was completely unmoved, continuing to close in. 

“Lin Chaotian, you’ve also borrowed the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain away for very long already. It’s 

time to return to the original owner! Also, this Tear of Life, this Ye will accept it too!” Ye Yuan had an 

indifferent look as if he was not afraid of the Tear of Life being crushed at all. 

Lin Chaotian fell back repeatedly, he was really frightened badly by Ye Yuan. 
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Ye Yuan’s various bizarre divine abilities made him not even have the possibility of running away. 

However, Lin Chaotian was a ruthless person too. 

Under Ye Yuan’s coercion, Lin Chaotian suddenly laughed loudly and said, “Is that so? Then if you have 

the ability, try taking the Tear of Life away from this ancestor’s hand!” 

Finished talking, Lin Chaotian gritted his teeth and exerted force with his hand, going to crush the Tear 

of Life. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan spat a word out of his voice very calmly. 

“Immobilize!” 

Lin Chaotian’s body suddenly froze there. 

He desperately used strength and even used the two great rules. 

But it was as if everything stopped! 

His power of rule could not be transmitted to his hands at all. 

All of his strength seemed to be restrained. 

“Heavenly Dao True Word! He … His time law also reached the realm of rule?” Tian Qing had an inert 

look, feeling like all of his understanding was being subverted. 

Within a month, Ye Yuan broke through these two great supreme laws to the realm of rule? 

He was speechless! 

In his view, Yue Mengli should be a rare talent whose accomplishments surpassed ancient and modern 

times. 

But Yue Mengli was nothing in front of Ye Yuan at all! 

Concerning Time Freeze, this move, Ye Yuan already had not used it for a long time. 

It was not that he did not want to use it, but that his opponents were too strong. This move already 

could not have much effect anymore. 

Although innate divine abilities were powerful, they also depended on who the opponent was. 

With Ye Yuan’s previous strength, going to immobilize a Dao Ancestor was equivalent to setting fire to 

himself. 

Under the power of rule, not only would he fail, it would even backlash back to him. 

But now, it was different! 

His spacetime law had similarly reached the realm of rule. 

His fleshy body realm also reached the limit of rank nine! 

Under such circumstances, unless the Dao Ancestor surpassed him. 



Otherwise, they would not be able to shake off his Heavenly Dao True Word too! 

At least, Lin Chaotian could not do it! 

Whoosh! 

A streak of sword light flashed past, Lin Chaotian’s arm was severed at the wrist. 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out and beckoned, and the Tear of Life flew over. 

Getting the Tear of Life, Ye Yuan said with a faint smile, “I tried and seem … to have succeeded!” 

Lin Chaotian’s eyes went from shock to astonishment, then to horror. 

Spacetime law! 

Time, space, sword, three great laws, stepped into the realm of rule at the same time! 

He finally understood why Ye Yuan was so calm and composed. 

Because ha already completely surpassed the Grand Ancestor Spacetime Shang Hang back then! 

He was Saint Azure! 

He was the number one person throughout the ages! 

He was the true human race’s sovereign! 

Humanity’s sovereign had never been flaunted by oneself, but proved using strength! 

All of the powerhouses present fell into deep shock. 

Ye Yuan used his strength to astound three eras! 

At the start of this epoch, he sent a supreme Dao Ancestor who had just reached the peak into the dust! 

“I didn’t expect that this Heavenly Dao Samsara actually had such an outcome!” 

“Lord Saint Azure is now really the number one person throughout the ages!” 

“Thinking about it now, Lin Chaotian’s domineeringness previously was really laughable to the extreme!” 

… … 

Everyone shook their heads one after another. Lin Chaotian used strength to terrorize everyone. 

Not long ago, he was still so insufferably arrogant and unparalleledly tyrannical. 

He felt that Ye Yuan was utterly not worth mentioning in front of him. 

Saint Azure was about to become history. 

But now, reality slapped his face brutally. 

He was nothing in front of Ye Yuan! 

Only then did they understand why Ye Yuan disdained to refine the rule crystals. 



Because he did not need it at all! 

Three great laws fusing, this was indeed very amazing. 

But it was nothing in front of Dao Ancestors. 

Because these three Daos stepping into the realm of rule was virtually something impossible. 

However, Ye Yuan did it! 

Now, he had time, space, and sword, three Daos, step into the realm of rule at the same time! 

What did Dao Ancestors count for? 

Lin Chaotian finally broke free from the fetters of Heavenly Dao True Word. But his body was already 

drenched with sweat. 

Three great powers of rule were ravaging within his body. 

His severed wrist was still bleeding, unable to stop at all. 

He looked at Ye Yuan with a horrified face and said, “You … You’re simply not human! H-How did you do 

it?” 

Ye Yuan looked at Lin Chaotian and said coolly, “Lin Chaotian, I won’t kill you!” 

Hearing this, Lin Chaotian was wildly ecstatic in his heart. 

He never thought that Ye Yuan would actually let him off! 

However, what Ye Yuan said next, made him feel like he fell into an ice cellar. 

“Today, I’ll waste your cultivation! I’ll suppress you in front of the two race’s realm boundary market, 

and let you suffer the reviling of humanity endlessly! This humiliation was written by you. So you bear it 

yourself!” 

Finished talking, he did not wait for Lin Chaotian to react either. Ye Yuan executed the Heavenly Dao 

True Word again. 

Lin Chaotian was directly immobilized there. 

Then Ye Yuan smacked a palm towards his abdomen area. 

A terrifying power of law directly penetrated into his divine sea and shattered his small world into 

pieces. 

Ye Yuan struck extremely heavily. Lin Chaotian’s small world had already been completely destroyed and 

it would be absolutely impossible to regenerate again. 

Lin Chaotian had despair written all over his eyes. He glared at Ye Yuan and bellowed, “You … You’re the 

devil! Ye Yuan, I won’t let you off even if I become a ghost!” 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled and he laughed in spite of himself and said, “Then you’ll have to be able to 

become a ghost first! Return!” 



It was only to see him reach his hand out and beckon. The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain directly broke 

away from Lin Chaotian’s control and returned to Ye Yuan’s hand. 

These few years, although the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain had been in Lin Chaotian’s hands, he was 

unable to refine it at all. 

A precious treasure like the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain was not what anybody could refine. 

Concerning Lin Chaotian’s outcome, Ye Yuan had long thought about it. 

His sins could not be paid off with a simple death. 

Facing the divine race’s invasion, Lin Chaotian only thought of his own interests and nearly doomed the 

human race for all of eternity. 

This sin needed him to go and repay himself! 

Currently, Lin Chaotian was still a Dao Ancestor, but he already did not have divine essence to display 

the power of rules. 

The current Lin Chaotian was like a baby walking through the downtown area while hugging a gold brick. 

In the crowd, there were already many people whose eyes turned green 

Dao Ancestor! 

Who did not want to become a Dao Ancestor? 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan said coolly, “You all can beat or scold him, but you can’t kill him! I have 

another use for the fire rule crystal!” 

This sentence immediately extinguished everyone’s fantasies. 

Who dared not follow Ye Yuan’s words? 

Killing Lin Chaotian was easy. But even if they became Ancestor Fire, so what? 

Ye Yuan could kill them like killing a dog! 

This fire rule crystal, Ye Yuan was saving it for Fiery. 

Ever since Fiery left Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, he had been in closed-seclusion in his hidden place. Till 

today, he had not exited seclusion. 

But this fire rule crystal was naturally most suitable for him. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2504: Taking Advantage of the Situation to Profit? 

Everything seemed to have already settled down. 

But right at this time, Tian Qing moved! 

The divine race’s five great Dao Ancestors flashed and surrounded Ye Yuan tightly! 
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Regarding this, Ye Yuan did not seem to care and said indifferently, “You guys can’t make me stay!” 

Tian Qing said in a solemn voice, “I know! But this ancestor will use your human race’s trillions of lives as 

a bargaining chip to force you to have a battle with the five of us! If you don’t fight, the five of us will go 

on a killing spree!” 

The air suddenly went quiet! 

The human race powerhouses had not caught their breath yet and their nerves were immediately 

wound up tightly again. 

Tian Qing’s asphyxiating killing intent made everyone understand that this was not a joke! 

If Ye Yuan refused, Tian Qing would definitely go on a killing spree! 

The divine race’s five great Dao Ancestors combining forces, this line-up was too terrifying! 

Especially that there were also two great Ten-marks powerhouses among them! 

“This … What to do here? If it’s Tian Qing alone, it’s still alright. But they have two great Ten-marks Dao 

Ancestors!” 

“Despicable! Shameless! How … How can they use such a shameless method to force Lord Saint Azure?” 

“It’s over! This time, it’s completely over! To fight is to die; not fighting is also death!” 

… … 

From start to end, the divine race’s pressure had always been there. 

The two great Ten-marks Dao Ancestors, no one could ignore their existence. 

The divine race’s top powerhouses were too strong! 

But no one expected that the divine race actually used such a despicable method to force Ye Yuan to 

answer the challenge. 

When Lin Chaotian saw this scene, he could not resist letting out a wild laugh as he said,?“Hahaha?… Ye 

Yuan, this time, I see how you’ll still be arrogant! Aren’t you very arrogant? Aren’t you very 

condescending? Aren’t you known as the number one person through the ages? Hahaha …” 

Lin Chaotian seemed to be in a crazed state, his face was full of delight. 

Ye Yuan crippled him, crippling all of his hopes! 

He hated Ye Yuan! 

He wished to eat Ye Yuan whole! 

Now, Ye Yuan aroused the divine race’s dread, not scrupling to use the common people of the world as a 

bargaining chip to force Ye Yuan to face the enemy head-on! 

This result was what he would like to see the most. 

He was not Ye Yuan’s match, but the divine race’s five ancestor added together was! 



The strengths of these five ancestors were above Dao Ancestors to begin with. 

Now that they corroborated their Dao to become ancestors, their strength could not be mentioned in 

the same breath even more. 

Ye Yuan would have to die! 

“Noisy!” Tian Qing gave a cold snort and conveniently flung a slap over. Lin Chaotian was directly struck 

until his mouth was full of blood. 

He wanted to laugh but could not laugh anymore. 

This scene seemed very comical. 

But nobody laughed. 

Because they could not laugh. 

The pressure brought by the five ancestors was too great. 

Right now, as long as Ye Yuan said a word of ‘no,’ the five ancestors would definitely go on a massacre! 

Being surrounded by five ancestors, Ye Yuan was still very calm and said indifferently, “Human and 

divine, two races, each occupying half of the world like this now. Is it not good?” 

Tian Qing frowned and said frankly, “You make this ancestor afraid! Each day that you’re around, this 

ancestor will find it hard to eat and sleep!” 

After becoming Dao Ancestor, Tian Qing’s imposing aura that showed disdain for all under heaven had 

returned anew. 

He was confident that there was no one who could threaten him in this world anymore. 

Even if Lin Chaotian was conferred ancestor a second time, Tian Qing’s strength also skyrocketed. Lin 

Chaotian dreaded the latter too. 

But now, Tian Qing could not sit still any longer! 

The strength that Ye Yuan exhibited had somewhat gotten out of his control. 

He did not know whether Ye Yuan would become even stronger or not! 

At that time, it would simply be a devastating blow to the divine race! 

Ye Yuan turned to Yue Mengli and said, “You want to fight too?” 

Yue Mengli hesitated for a bit, but in the end, she still nodded her head slowly. 

She was very agonized being caught in the middle. 

But she still chose to fight. 

Ye Yuan heaved a long sigh and said, “Since that’s the case, let’s fight then!” 

Ye Yuan answering the challenge, the group of powerhouses heaved sighs of relief one after another. 



Sure enough, Lord Saint Azure’s name of sainthood was not in vain. 

But it was also merely letting out a sigh of relief. 

Not that they had no confidence in Ye Yuan, but that the strength of the five ancestors was too strong! 

“No way! Are you bullying our human race for not having anyone? Since it’s a group battle, then count 

this ancestor in too!” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets suddenly spoke up, his eyes sweeping toward the crowd and he 

said with a cold snort, “When are the few of you going to be cowardly tortoises until?! If Ye Yuan is 

defeated, can you all stand aloof without paying attention to others?” 

The direction that Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was looking at was precisely where the few 

former Dao Ancestors were at! 

They had their auras converged all along, hiding in the crowd. 

Among the previous generation Dao Ancestors, Ancestor Fire was dead, Ancestor Water was dead, and 

Lin Chaotian was crippled. 

In the Heavenspan Mountain, because of fighting for the rule crystals, Dao Ancestors Earth, Light, and 

Darkness were killed. 

But there were still three people there. 

They did not have that fate and failed to be conferred ancestor again this time. 

But they were former Dao Ancestors after all. Furthermore, after undergoing the baptism of the Lesser 

Heavenspan Mountain, they were Dao Ancestor-level powerhouses too. 

At this time, how could they keep out of the affair? 

In the crowd, the few great former Dao Ancestors were all silent. 

Suddenly, Dao Ancestor Destruction stepped forward and said smilingly, “Want this ancestor to take 

action? Can! But I have a condition! The fire rule crystal is mine! Furthermore, you must swear a 

Heavenly Dao Oath that after this, you’ll forgive this ancestor’s past misdeeds!” 

Dao Ancestor Destruction was not stupid either. He knew that even after obtaining the fire rule crystal, 

he was not Ye Yuan’s match too. So he took a preventive measure in advance. 

With him saying that, Ancestor Lightning and Ancestor Wind lost composure. 

While the human race powerhouses were in an uproar. 

“Shameless! Really shameless! This guy is actually taking advantage of the situation at this time to 

profit!” 

“Heh,?really our fine Dao Ancestors! Why don’t he and Lin Chaotian go and die?” 

“Taking a look now, it’s better for Dao Ancestors to be arranged by Lord Saint Azure! After all, the 

people that he brought out are all loyal and brave individuals!” 



… … 

Dao Ancestor Destruction’s actions immediately attracted a wave of scorn. 

It was just that he did not care! 

As long as he could be conferred ancestor a second time, he did not care what others thought at all! 

While Ancestor Lightning and Ancestor Wind were a little hesitant. 

After all, there was only a fire rule crystal that was vacant. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ expression was livid as he shouted angrily, “Hou Sheng, you 

despicable villain! Already at this point and you actually still wanted to loot a burning house!” 

Dao Ancestor Destruction smiled and said, “Every man for himself! Moreover, this ancestor taking action 

is also for humanity’s cardinal principles of righteousness in itself too! Why not give consideration to 

both?!” 

When Hou Sheng was talking, his face did not turn red and his heart did not race, he was actually not 

the least bit ashamed. 

His world outlook was different from Ye Yuan and the rest in the first place. 

The dissidence of opinion made it useless to talk! 

He was dead sure that Ye Yuan had to give in. That was why he said this. 

After all, no matter who it was, facing the divine race’s five ancestors, there was only the path of 

retreating. 

A fight to the death would only be you dying! 

“No need! None of you guys need to take action!” 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan who was in the midst of the five ancestors spoke up calmly. 

And his figure also instantly left the encirclement, arriving in front of Hou Sheng. 

He looked at Hou Sheng with a mocking look and said with a smile, “You want the fire rule crystal?” 

Hou Sheng’s expression changed drastically and he fell back repeatedly and said stammeringly, “I-If you 

dare to harm this ancestor, you absolutely won’t be the five ancestor’s match!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Is that so? To be able to put such vile and despicable words in such a dignified 

and high-sounding way, you’re really impressive! Therefore, you can die already!” 

A sword light flashed past. Blood sealed the throat! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2505: Universe Suppressing Five Ancestors! 

With this murder, everyone was struck silly with astonishment. 

Even the divine race’s five ancestors were also dumbstruck with amazement. 
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This plot reversed too fiercely. 

They thought that it would turn into a melee. But in the end, Ye Yuan directly one-shotted Dao Ancestor 

Destruction. 

“This … What’s Lord Saint Azure’s doing?” 

“Killing Dao Ancestor Destruction at this time, isn’t it breaking one’s own arm and destroying one’s own 

great wall?” 

“Sigh,?Lord Saint Azure’s personality is too staunch! What to do about this?” 

… … 

A feeling of despair spread in the crowd. 

The strength of the human race was significantly weaker than the divine race to begin with. Now, there 

were even deaths and injuries. 

In the end, Ye Yuan even broke his own arm. 

But Ye Yuan ignored these. His gaze turned to Ancestor Lightning and Ancestor Wind, and he said coolly, 

“Do you guys still want the rule crystal?” 

“D-Don’t want anymore!” The two said fearfully. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Good that you don’t! Remember, not killing you guys isn’t because you guys 

aren’t worthy of being killed. Pang Tian, you should thank Pang Zhen. Zuo Yan, you once made a move 

to stop Tian Qing before. This time, I’ll spare you guys from death. But there’s no next time.” 

There was thick fear in the two people’s eyes. 

The oppression that Ye Yuan gave to them was seriously too strong. 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan ignored the two and turned around and left. 

Only then did Ancestor Lightning Pang Tian and Ancestor Wind Zuo Yan feel akin to being relieved of a 

heavy burden. 

They discovered that their backs were already soaked through. 

The two exchanged a glance, both revealing a hint of a bitter smile. 

The death of Dao Ancestor Destruction made them feel the grief of the fox mourning the death of a 

rabbit. 

The nine great Dao Ancestors were only left with the two of them now! 

They understood that the era that belonged to them was already completely over. 

Ye Yuan returned opposite of the five ancestors, Tian Qing frowned and said, “You’re really going to 

confront the five of us with your power alone?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Why? Can’t I?” 



Tian Qing said, “Of course you can! This isn’t some fair fight, but the life-and-death battle of two 

races!?Heh,?you being so overbearingly haughty is precisely what this ancestor hopes for!” 

Toward Ye Yuan’s composure, although he felt a little nervous in his heart, he had absolute confidence 

in the five ancestors’ strength. 

Although three laws fusion was troublesome, he was absolutely not the five of their match! 

Ye Yuan said indifferently, “Well, begin then!” 

His voice had yet to fade and he already turned into an afterimage, pouncing towards Tian Qing. 

The latter was shocked, feeling an astonishing sword intent coming at him head-on. 

“Fine lad! Watch this!” 

Tian Qing’s reaction was extremely quick too, only to hear him yell out loudly, both fists directly 

slamming out like flood dragons heading out to the sea. 

One had a sword intent that surmounted heaven, the other had a fist that suppressed the four seas! 

In a breath, the two people clashed. 

Boom! 

It was only to hear a loud bang. Tian Qing’s body flew out like a bombshell. 

While Ye Yuan did not budge an inch! 

This blow that arrived unexpectedly was actually Ye Yuan’s complete victory! 

At virtually the same time, the divine race’s four ancestors also moved. 

Yue Mengli repeatedly pointed her dainty fingers, aiming straight for Ye Yuan’s vitals. 

Her strike did not lose to Tian Qing in the least bit. 

Under the other three people’s support via coordinated actions, it practically shattered even space! 

Ye Yuan was indifferent. Universe suddenly blossomed, facing the four ancestors head-on. 

Both sides instantly fell into a fierce battle. 

Tian Qing only felt his innards in turmoil. Ignoring the shock in his heart, he rushed in again. 

Only when he confronted Ye Yuan head-on did he experience how strong the Ye Yuan who fused time, 

space, and sword, three laws, was! 

At the same time, he was also secretly rejoicing that the divine race had an additional Ten-marks 

powerhouse now. 

If it was just him alone, he would likely really not be able to suppress Ye Yuan. 

Tian Qing had fought Shang Hang once before and was deeply aware of the prowess of spacetime law. 



It was just that Shang Hang’s strength compared to the current Ye Yuan, it was simply one up in the sky 

and the other on the ground. 

Even if Ye Yuan only used spacetime law, it was also completely not what Shang Hang could compare 

with, let alone talk about using time, space, and sword, three great laws at the same time. 

That swift and fierce sword intent was practically poking holes in the sky. 

If not for him being conferred ancestor again, he would not have been able to block that sword just now 

at all! 

However, even if he re-joined the group battle, they were actually unable to suppress Ye Yuan after 

combining the five of their strength! 

The Universe Sword Art that fused spacetime law could be rated as perfect. 

Space and time, the two great laws, contained the meaning of universe in the first place. 

The Universe Sword Art that Ye Yuan developed with Sword Dao as the axis, time and space as the two 

poles, was simply formidable to the extreme. 

His every move and style carried the aura of Great Dao, almost reaching the extent of the limit of Dao. 

Not only did five great Dao Ancestors joining forces fail to suppress Ye Yuan, but they were also 

completely suppressed by Ye Yuan instead! 

Even if the five of them activated Heavenly Dao True Martial, they were still unable to suppress Ye Yuan. 

Tian Qing and Yue Mengli were still alright, the other three progenitors were actually in the 

awkwardness of being in straitened circumstances under the power pressure of Universe. 

The six people’s battle fought until the sky rent asunder and the earth split open. The mountains and 

rivers in the vicinity were directly turned into nothingness. 

This battle could be said to be the supreme battle of the Heavenspan World already. 

The power was unimaginable. 

At this time, regardless of whether it was the divine race or the human race, they all fell into immense 

shock. 

Only then did they understand why Ye Yuan accepted Tian Qing’s provocation so calmly, and why he 

insisted on fighting one-versus-five calmly. 

His might was suffocating! 

“What a fine Universe! I feel that Lord Saint Azure is a mobile Heavenly Dao!” 

“Strong! Too strong! Lord Saint Azure’s strength already reached a realm that we can’t imagine!” 

“It turns out that all of our worries were so ridiculous! Lord Saint Azure is already standing at the summit 

of the Heavenspan World! From today onward, who can still suppress him?” 

… … 



Shock, pleasant surprise, and fanatical worship, all kinds of emotions interwoven together. 

Humanity’s powerhouses felt an indescribable pride at this time. 

The divine race had eight great progenitors that suppressed the myriad races! 

But, humanity only needed Saint Azure alone and they could turn their noses up at the world! 

In this samsara, the human race did not need to be haunted with fear anymore. 

Because they had Saint Azure! 

Currently, Lin Chaotian with his mouth full of blood, his eyes were full of despair and shame at his 

unworthiness. 

He was posturing in front of Ye Yuan? 

He wanted to become the human race’s sovereign? 

He did not even have the qualifications to force out Ye Yuan’s true strength. 

The strength that Ye Yuan exhibited now was truly suppressing the myriad races! 

Lin Chaotian was a joke after Heavenly Dao Samsara! 

Originally, he was still filled with hatred towards Ye Yuan, and still harbored a tiny trace of hope. 

But having witnessed Ye Yuan’s strength, he understood that he no longer had hopes of making a 

comeback. 

This was not an era of heroes vying for supremacy. 

This was also not an era of duality. 

This was an era that belonged to Ye Yuan alone! 

This Heavenly Dao Samsara, Ye Yuan would reign supreme by himself! 

Even the number one person who once looked down upon the world, Tian Qing, also had to submit 

under Ye Yuan’s feet! 

Puu, puu, puu! 

After a thousand moves, Dao Ancestor Life Cheng Kui, was whisked into Universe after a careless move. 

It was only to see countless streaks of sword light pass through his body, directly garroting him! 

The power of rule flowed out, condensing into a rule crystal again, and arrived at Ye Yuan’s hand. 

In the last epoch, 18 Grand Ancestors moving out together, might not be able to kill a divine race 

progenitor too. 

But now, Ye Yuan killed someone under the pincer attacks of five ancestors! 

“Still want to fight again?” Ye Yuan held the rule crystal in his hand as he said indifferently. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2506: Number One Through the Ages! 

Tian Qing’s expression was incomparably solemn. 

The divine race that stood high above the masses was really trampled underfoot by someone this time! 

Furthermore, it was being subjugated forever that kind! 

After today, who could still be Ye Yuan’s match? 

In the battle of the supreme, Ye Yuan fought one-versus-five, overpowering the divine race. 

This battle completely shattered the myth of the divine race! 

The divine race was not a mythical race. 

They could be trampled underfoot too! 

“Do we still have a way out?” Tian Qing’s words were full of bitterness. 

He was somewhat unable to accept this current fact. 

To Tian Qing, he had always been the strongest in this world. 

He felt that he was this world’s apex, no one could surpass him. 

But now, Ye Yuan, this peak, already completely surpassed him! 

Ye Yuan nodded his head lightly and said, “Yes. Be more law-abiding in the future. Then I won’t do 

anything to the divine race. You remember this. In the future, no race is superior to the others! All life is 

equal! You restrain the divine race and put away that lame sense of superiority of yours. Of course, our 

human race also won’t pose with the bearing of a ruler.” 

Tian Qing had a look of surprise and said, “Do you really mean this?” 

Ye Yuan said, “Do you think that I have a need to crack jokes with you?” 

Tian Qing’s expression became somewhat complicated. 

Honestly speaking, the pride of their divine race was born in the bones. 

That pride seemed to be deep etched in the depths of their soul, unable to change at all. 

The divine race seemed to be feared by all races the moment they were born. 

But now, Ye Yuan’s words were like a form of charity. 

When had their divine race, or him, Tian Qing, ever faced such a humiliating moment before? 

But Tian Qing was not a fool. 

He knew that Ye Yuan was not pitying them. 

With Ye Yuan’s present strength, he could absolutely make the human race tower above all races! 
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But he did not! 

Ye Yuan had the qualification of a sovereign. His word was gold. 

If he said that all life was equal, then all life would really be equal! 

It was just that he did not understand! 

“Why? My divine race should have an irreconcilable hatred with you!” Tian Qing said in puzzlement. 

“You’ll understand very soon! Before long, I’ll go to the divine race! Now, you all go back!” Ye Yuan said 

coolly. 

Tian Qing’s expression changed. He recalled what Ye Yuan said before. 

Could it be that Ye Yuan was really going to deal with the Eight Extreme Divinities? 

But Ye Yuan no longer paid attention to him and turned to Long Yi and said, “Long Yi, you’ve led the 

eight clans to guard the Abyss World for hundreds of millions of years, toiling hard and rendering great 

merits. This rule crystal will be handed over to you! In the future, you’re Dao Ancestor Life!” 

Long Yi’s entire body trembled, indescribable joy on his face. 

By the side, the leaders of the eight clans were also happy for him. 

With Long Yi becoming an ancestor, no one was unconvinced by it. 

“Many thanks, Lord Progenitor!” Long Yi said respectfully. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and looked toward Ni Xuan and said, “Ni Xuan, you, as humanity’s chief 

commander, have rendered utmost contributions! Later, I’ll lay down the inheritance arrays anew. You’ll 

be the second person with the qualifications to enter the inheritance grand array apart from Wan 

Zhen!” 

When Ni Xuan heard that, he was also wildly elated! 

How could he not understand the significance of the inheritance grand array? 

One had to know, the inheritance grand array created 18 Grand Ancestor-level powerhouses! 

For him to be able to obtain this qualification, even if he did not enter Grand Ancestor Realm in the 

future, he would also surely be a supreme powerhouse among Deva Realms. 

“Many thanks, Lord Saint Azure!” Ni Xuan said agitatedly. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly, then surveyed the surroundings and said loudly to the powerhouses that filled 

the sky, “Heavenly Dao Samsara has already ended. From now onwards, the human and divine, two 

races, will stay out of the other’s business! If anyone deliberately provokes the two races to be 

antagonistic, I’ll kill without mercy!” 

Ye Yuan’s words were said casually. 

But the majesty in those words, no one dared to disobey. 



The current Ye Yuan was the true-blue sovereign of the myriad races! 

This myriad of races included the divine race! 

None dared to defy his words! 

Although they did not understand it. 

… … 

Very soon, the Heavenspan Mountain battle spread throughout the entire Heavenspan World like the 

wind. 

The entire human race was boiling with excitement! 

Especially Saint Azure battling five ancestors and overpowering the divine race. 

Just listening to it made one feel their hot blood boiling. 

This battle achievement, one did not even dare to think about it before today. 

If Progenitor Tian Qing battled five great Dao Ancestors by himself, they would not be surprised. 

But, a human suppressed the entire divine race. 

This sort of thing was too heaven-defying! 

“Too impressive! Really too awesome! Being able to see Lord Saint Azure once in my whole life, I can die 

without regrets!” 

“The number one person through the ages! Lord Saint Azure is absolutely the well-deserved number one 

person through the ages!” 

“Lord Saint Azure is really akin to the noonday sun, illuminating through the ages! He alone created 

three eras! Leaving legacies, suppressing the divine race, suppressing eternally, nobody is able to 

surpass this kind of feat anymore!” 

… … 

Following the divine race coming roaring into being, their might had long been deeply rooted in the 

hearts of the people already. 

Especially when Tian Qing returned back then, suppressing three ancestors by himself. 

That kind of shock was truly unable to use words to describe it. 

In everyone’s impression, Dao Ancestors were supreme existences. They were invincible powerhouses! 

But suddenly, a person appeared who could actually suppress three people by himself. This impact was 

really too great. 

But Ye Yuan suppressed five great divine race progenitors with his power alone, and it was even the 

progenitors after becoming Dao Ancestors. 

In contrast, Ye Yuan was simply a god up in heaven! 



That kind of power could no longer be described using words. 

From now on, humanity would truly be able to live under sunlight. 

They no longer had any more fears from the ‘rear’! 

This huge mountain that suppressed two epochs, was completely suppressed by Ye Yuan! 

Before this battle, people’s feelings towards ye yuan were more admiration and idolization. 

But after this battle, Ye Yuan was thoroughly apotheosized! 

He was the divinity above the clouds! 

He was the god of war that suppressed all sides! 

He was the sovereign who guarded the human race! 

From now on, he was a figure that lived in mythology! 

It was just that, with regards to these, Ye Yuan himself did not have much awareness. 

Not only that, the dark clouds in his heart grew denser and denser. 

Because he knew that suppressing the divine race was just the beginning! 

That Eight Extreme Divinities which created the divine race was the truly terrifying existence! 

Facing this existence, he did not have any confidence at all. 

Soon, he would be facing it. 

But before this, he still had one more thing to do. 

Saving Mu Lingxue! 

He went through all kinds of hardships and difficulties, it was in order to obtain the Tear of Life. 

Now, he finally got his wish! 

But right before it, Ye Yuan’s emotions became perturbed. 

The current Ye Yuan was no longer an ignorant person. 

His Alchemy Dao already reached the acme of perfection, reaching the realm of rule. 

He naturally knew how dreadful Mu Lingxue’s current state was. 

Regarding a trace of spiritual consciousness not extinguishing, actually, it was already equivalent to a 

dead person. 

Even he, this existence with invincible Alchemy Dao, was also at a loss on what to do! 

Ye Yuan could refine Dao pills, but Dao pills could not save Mu Lingxue! 

The Tear of Life was a rule item with a powerful life force. 



This power was very magical and hard to describe. 

But as for the specifics of whether it was useful or not, Ye Yuan was not sure either. 

He was praying in his heart, praying for Mu Lingxue to be able to wake up. 

Carrying extreme flustered emotions, Ye Yuan injected the Tear of Life into Mu Lingxue’s body. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2507: Despair and Hope! 

Ye Yuan’s body was trembling slightly, his breathing becoming rapid. 

The Sacred Ancestor High Priest who was by the side, it was still his first time seeing Ye Yuan so nervous. 

It could be seen what weight of this woman whose life and death situation was unknown had in Ye 

Yuan’s heart. 

One dark green light halo after another emitted from Mu Lingxue’s body. 

Ye Yuan carefully guided the power of the Tear of Life with the power of his divine soul, entering Mu 

Lingxue’s sea of consciousness. 

There was only a trace of spiritual consciousness remaining! 

Ye Yuan forced himself to calm down, there was no room for the slightest error at this time. 

This final trace of spiritual consciousness could not withstand any accidents! 

It was also Ye Yuan’s first time seeing the Tear of Life. Even he was extremely amazed by the vast aura of 

life inside. 

This aura of life was extremely complex and profound, seemingly containing the Great Dao of Life and 

Death inside. 

There was a myriad of Great Dao. The Great Dao of Life and Death was also one of them. 

Furthermore, it was an extremely profound one. 

Ye Yuan had cultivated the Nirvana Seal’s Life and Death Seal before and had a rather profound 

understanding of Life and Death Dao’s attainments. 

But, even if he was presently revered as Heavenspan World’s number one person, he could not 

penetrate the secrets of life and death too. 

People were the most, most complex things in this world to begin with. 

In front of the Great Dao of heaven and earth, people were insignificant like a drop in the ocean. 

But people themselves were also akin to a complicated and sophisticated instrument, running 

continuously. 

Logically speaking, everyone was within the operations of Heavenly Dao. 

Everyone’s life trajectory should also have been configured already. 
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But Ye Yuan had gone through so much and had long already seen through a lot. The destiny of people 

could not be controlled by Heavenly Dao at all. 

Just like … himself! 

He had discussed his life with Profound Secrets before and could confirm that his heaven-defying rise 

was absolutely not within the operation of Heavenly Dao. 

He broke free from Heavenly Dao’s control! 

Ye Yuan could also confirm that the Heavenspan World’s current situation already broke out of the 

control of Heavenly Dao too. 

Ye Yuan had a feeling that even if one grasped Life and Death rule, they would not be able to truly see 

through life and death too! 

The Tear of Life contained the maxim of life! 

Feeling this power, Ye Yuan felt a bit more confident out of thin air. 

Under Ye Yuan’s control, the power of life seemed to be like the spring rain, watering the weak spiritual 

consciousness. 

Time slowly trickled by. But Mu Lingxue’s spiritual consciousness did not show the slightest signs of 

strengthening. 

After several devastations, Mu Lingxue’s spiritual consciousness was already too weak. 

The power of life was unable to enter Mu Lingxue’s spiritual consciousness at all. 

Ye Yuan could not help feeling a little more fretful in his heart. 

But he did not dare to be the least bit neglectful. 

Every pore on his body from head to toe became tense. 

One day! 

Two days! 

… … 

A month later, just as Ye Yuan already completely despaired, that trace of spiritual consciousness 

suddenly grew stronger. 

Although it was only a little bit, Ye Yuan could see it clearly! 

This trace of change made Ye Yuan ecstatic! 

In this one month, Mu Lingxue’s spiritual consciousness was immersed in the power of life. 

Finally, there was a slight improvement! 

With a trace, there was a second trace! 



Ye Yuan believed without a shadow of a doubt! 

Sure enough, in the following time, this trace of spiritual consciousness became stronger and stronger, 

increasingly stronger. 

Ye Yuan’s heart was practically leaping out of his throat. 

He was too exhilarated! 

Experiencing untold hardships and turning the Heavenspan World upside down, what did he do it for? 

To become the Heavenspan World’s number one person? 

To be admired by millions of people? 

For that eternal name? 

No! 

He only did it for Mu Lingxue! 

That strange woman with an ice-cold outer appearance, but dared to love and hate! 

Now, he finally did it! 

Mu Lingxue’s spiritual consciousness was continuously strengthening. 

From feeble and dim in the beginning, to solid, and then turning into like clusters of flames. 

“Ugh?…” 

Finally, Mu Lingxue let out a soft murmur. 

This sound was very light, soft until it was almost inaudible. 

But when it entered Ye Yuan’s ears, it was more beautiful than any music in the world! 

“Lingxue! Can you hear? Lingxue! I … I’m Ji Qingyun!” Ye Yuan completely forgot about himself and did 

not notice the tremor in his own voice at all. 

However, there was no response. 

After this sound, there was no more sound. 

And right at this moment, the light halo on Mu Lingxue’s body dissipated with a loud bang. 

The Tear of Life also shattered with a loud bang at this moment. 

“No! Don’t!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed wildly, desperately wanting to gather those fragments. 

But everything was futile! 

Those fragments gradually dissipated, returning to heaven and earth. 



Ye Yuan’s entire person was stupefied, instantly falling from great joy into great sorrow. 

“Lingxue! W-Wake up! D-Don’t scare me! I carried endless hope, that’s how I walked until today, d-don’t 

shatter all of my hopes!” 

Talking until the back, Ye Yuan was practically saying it while crying. 

These thousands of years, it was the Tear of Life that supported Ye Yuan to come this far. 

But now, the cruel reality told him that the Tear of Life could not save Mu Lingxue too. 

This despair of shattered hope directly broke Ye Yuan. 

“Lingxue, don’t be like this!” 

“Y-You give me a response, okay?” 

“I know. You’re just pretending to sleep …” 

Ye Yuan’s voice became weaker and weaker. Until the end, the sound of a needle dropping could be 

heard. 

His face dried up after being wet with tears and turned wet again after drying, no idea how many times 

already. 

He was unable to deceive himself anymore too. 

He knew that he really failed! 

But he was not reconciled to it! 

How he hoped that all this was a scam! 

By the side, Profound Secrets and Sacred Ancestor High Priest were both visibly moved. 

They had never seen such behavior before from Ye Yuan! 

Only all the way until now did they understand that Ye Yuan walked until today step by step for this 

mortal woman in his arms! 

At present, Ye Yuan was already revered as supreme. 

But his feelings for this mortal woman never changed in the least bit. 

To a martial artist, there could be many women in their lives. 

Along with the increase in their strength and status, their mentality would undergo massive changes. 

How could a mortal match up to the Heavenspan’s sovereign? 

How could her life or death be worthy of the Sovereign being so heartbroken? 

This was a strange man who was most affectionate and sincere! 



“Ye Yuan, m-maybe … there’s still hope! After all, the Tear of Life had an effect, right? One Tear of Life 

can’t. Then we can find more Tears of Life!” Wing hesitated for a bit but still urged. 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes were vacant without any spirit as he said, “You don’t need to comfort me anymore! 

You and I are both Dao pill powerhouses. It’s very clear whether the Tear of Life was useful or not!” 

Spiritual consciousness was just a wisp of consciousness. 

This wisp of consciousness became stronger under the nourishment of the Tear of Life. 

Spiritual consciousness became stronger, but the divine soul did not show the slightest sign of recovery! 

This was the crux! 

Mu Lingxue’s divine soul had long already dissipated. There was only this strand of spiritual 

consciousness left that was not extinguished. 

Ye Yuan had always been waiting, waiting for the Tear of Life to be able to let this wisp of spiritual 

consciousness re-condense its divine soul. 

But no! 

There was not the slightest trace of anything! 

His despair did not lay with the Tear of Life shattering, but it lay here! 

Without the divine soul, it was useless no matter how strong the spiritual consciousness was. 

Wing’s brows furrowed slightly and he said, “Ye Yuan, didn’t your divine essence already become a 

chaos origin divinity? This shows that the divine essence still has a higher level form! Maybe … there’s 

still a way?” 

Ye Yuan’s body shook fiercely, the hollow eyes gradually recovering a bit of light! 

“Right! Y-You’re right! That fellow might know something! I can’t give up hope!” Ye Yuan drew a deep 

breath and said. 

His eyes recovered their resolution once again! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2508: Suffocatingly Strong! 

The Cangyan Mountain was located west of Heavenspan Mountain. It was originally Ancestor Fire’s 

bodhidharma. 

Now, Ancestor Fire already perished. Hence, the place became the divine race’s new holy land. 

After the Doomsday Battle, Ye Yuan agreed for the divine race to enter the Heavenspan World. The 

divine race also started a great migration. 

And the divine race’s totem, the Eight Extreme Divinities, was naturally also ‘invited’ here. 

In this place with abundant spiritual energy, the eight statues appeared even more lifelike, as if they 

were about to come to life. 
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At this time, Ye Yuan already arrived outside of Cangyan Mountain. 

The entire divine race was waiting in full battle-array! 

“Ye Yuan, what on earth do you want to do?” Tian Qing looked at Ye Yuan from afar and questioned. 

“Today, whoever dares to stop me, I’ll kill gods if gods block, and kill Buddha if Buddha blocks!” Ye 

Yuan’s words were full of indifference. 

Tian Qing’s expression changed slightly, he felt tremendous pressure. 

The Ye Yuan today became incomparably icy-cold, giving people a chill that penetrated to the bones. 

Yue Mengli blocked Ye Yuan with a flash and said, “If I block you, will you kill even me?” 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted slightly, the expression on his face finally having some change. 

“Li-er, don’t force me!” 

Yue Mengli did not back down in the slightest and said, “If you do anything for Elder Sister Lingxue, I 

have nothing to say. But if you want to destroy the Eight Extreme Divinities, no can do! It’s the Eight 

Extreme Divinities that gave me a new lease on life!” 

Yue Mengli understood Ye Yuan extremely well. He just obtained the Tear of Life, but became like this, 

he must have failed to save Mu Lingxue. 

And him choosing to come to the divine race straight away indicated that the Eight Extreme Divinities 

must have something to do with saving Mu Lingxue! 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly and he said in a cold voice, “Bullshit! Who said that you have a new 

lease on life? Only destroying the Eight Extreme Divinities can save you! And Lingxue’s only hope also 

lies with it!” 

Yue Mengli shook her head firmly and said, “If you want to destroy the Eight Extreme Divinities, then 

step over my dead body!” 

When Tian Qing saw this scene, he could not help letting out a slight sigh of relief. 

He understood Ye Yuan, with Yue Mengli around, Ye Yuan absolutely did not dare to mess around. 

Who would have thought that Ye Yuan drew a deep breath and said indifferently, “Since that’s the case, 

then … Universe Sword Formation, open!” 

Boom! 

In an instant, within a radius of a thousand miles with Ye Yuan as the center, everything was shrouded in 

the terrifying sword energy. 

Currently, the divine race’s experts were practically all covered in this domain. 

Tian Qing’s expression instantly showed that he was extremely surprised. 

“This … This … is a sword formation condensed from four great rules! Your Formation Dao … reached the 

realm of rule too?” 



There were no words that could describe Tian Qing’s shock currently. 

Being in the sword formation, Tian Qing did not even dare to move! 

The dangerous aura radiating from the surroundings almost suffocated him! 

Only all the way until at this time did he know that Ye Yuan actually already possessed the strength to 

instantly kill him! 

In the Heavenspan Mountain battle, Ye Yuan overpowered the divine race’s five ancestors. 

At that time, it was not his limit! 

They were unable to force out Ye Yuan’s limit at all! 

Facing five ancestors, fusing three power of rules was already sufficient. 

But now, under Ye Yuan’s rage, he revealed his strongest move, shocking everybody! 

This move, Universe Sword Formation, was an astonishing sword formation created based on Universe. 

This sword formation fused the four great rules that Ye Yuan comprehended, and also incorporated his 

ultimate comprehension of Heavenly Dao! 

It could be said that the power of each rule was unleashed to the limit. 

The might of this move already surpassed everyone’s imaginations! 

Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest, activating the sword formation at once! 

One streak of sword energy after another pierced directly into Yue Mengli’s body. 

It restrained her in an instant. 

Ye Yuan flashed and Yue Mengli just happened to fall into his arms. 

He knew very well how far to go and when to stop when he made his move. He only knocked Yue Mengli 

out and sealed the power in his body, and did not hurt her. 

With Ye Yuan’s current strength, he naturally had the confidence to do it. 

Restraining Yue Mengli, Ye Yuan’s eyes turned cold and he swept all around and said, “Now, who else 

wants to stop me?” 

Tian Qing opened his mouth, only feeling full of bitterness. 

The current Ye Yuan already completely exceeded his imagination. 

Ye Yuan’s might was suffocating! 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan put away Universe Sword Formation, carried Yue Mengli, and walked straight into the 

mountain. No one from the divine race dared to stop. 



He did not need people to lead the way. He could feel where the Eight Extreme Divinities was at. 

The divine race’s powerhouses all exchanged glances, their expressions indescribably ugly. 

“L-Lord Tian Qing, how can … he be so strong?” 

“Yeah, his power already surpasses the scope of monstrous! I feel like he’s a god that’s aloof from the 

masses! That sort of feeling is a little like facing the Eight Extreme Divinities!” 

“This Ye Yuan is too terrifying! With his monstrousness, the Eight Extreme Divinities … wouldn’t really 

have something happen to it, right?” 

… … 

His voice had yet to fade when Tian Qing interrupted his words and said in a solemn voice, “Impossible! 

The Eight Extreme Divinities is a generous gift from heaven. It has the strength equal to heaven! No 

matter how strong Ye Yuan is, can he be greater than heaven?” 

Everyone thought about it and felt that it made sense too. 

In the eyes of the divine race, the Eight Extreme Divinities and Heavenly Dao were the same! 

Touching the Eight Extreme Divinities was touching Heavenly Dao. How could Heavenly Dao tolerate 

you? 

Tian Qing’s gaze flickered incessantly, his figure flashing, following after. 

… … 

Ahead was a stretch of powerful restrictions, emitting powerful undulations. 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan casually grabbed a Sword of Void and slashed a sword move over. The restrictions collapsed 

with a loud bang. 

Unable to stop even a single blow! 

When Tian Qing who was behind saw this scene, the corners of his mouth could not help twitching 

slightly. 

Rumble?… 

Powerful undulations came out of the void. 

The eight statues gradually revealed their true bodies. 

As if feeling the provocative intent, the eight statues glared with fierce eyes, appearing extremely angry. 

That appearance seemed like they wanted to tear Ye Yuan to pieces alive. 

“Brat, you came again! To dare affront the majesty of heaven again, you’ll definitely die this time!” 

Inside Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, a familiar voice came over. 



Ye Yuan could not be bothered to be long-winded with him. He just said indifferently, “I’ll ask, you 

answer! Of course, you can choose to be silent, but these eight statues, I’ll tear it down today!” 

That voice said with disdain,?“Humph!?Just based on you also want to demolish the Eight Extreme 

Divinities? You can come and give it a try if you have the ability!” 

Clearly, he was very confident. 

But at this time, Tian Qing arrived and said furiously, “Ye Yuan, the Eight Extreme Divinities is an object 

bestowed by heaven! Affronting heaven’s might, you’ll die without a burial ground!” 

Ye Yuan completely ignored Tian Qing, lifting his hand and it was a sword! 

Whoosh! 

Sword light flashed past, aiming straight for a statue in the middle. 

But right at this time, the fork in the statue’s hand suddenly burst forth with a terrifying to the extreme 

energy. 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan only felt his chest tighten, spewing out a mouthful of blood. 

That voice laughed wildly as he said,?“Hahaha?… Saw that? This is the outcome of you offending 

heaven’s might! Just the likes of you, an ant, also dare to resist Heavenly Dao in vain, death isn’t 

regrettable!” 

At the back, also came Tian Qing’s cold laughter and he said, “Ye Yuan, I warned you long ago, heavenly 

might can’t be offended! Now, have you tasted a bitter pill? Withdraw now! Otherwise, you’ll die very 

miserably!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2509: Retreat! 

“Heavenly Dao? This thing is also worthy of being called Heavenly Dao?” Ye Yuan put Li-er into the 

World Suppressing Stele’s space and said with a look of disdain. 

Ye Yuan did not know what Heavenly Dao was. 

But it was absolutely impossible for these strange-looking things to be Heavenly Dao. 

Only the divine race would treat this thing as a treasure. 

Ye Yuan spat a mouthful of blood, and slowly stood up. The sword intent on his body surged to the sky! 

“Universe!” 

Ye Yuan took a step out, flying straight for the statues! 

Whoosh! 

Another terrifying surge of energy undulation! 
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Ye Yuan did not back down in the slightest. Universe bloomed, directly welcoming it. 

Boom! 

The void shook violently. Ye Yuan was directly sent flying, smashing heavily into the ground. 

Facing the enormous statues, Ye Yuan was like the moth flying into the fire, being weak to the extreme. 

The ever-victorious Universe seemed to also have lost its effect at this time. 

When Tian Qing saw this scene, he could not resist sneering as he said, “A mantis blocking the chariot, 

overestimating your own ability! A stubborn fellow who refuses to come to your senses, you really don’t 

know life from death! Is heavenly might what human strength can shake? No matter how strong you 

are, you’re also just a human!” 

But Ye Yuan was oblivious, pouncing toward the statues over and over again. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

… … 

Over and over again, Ye Yuan was directly blasted flying. 

But he rushed forward over and over again stubbornly, as if he did not know exhaustion. 

This energy undulation was extremely strong, strong beyond imagination! 

But Ye Yuan’s Universe was likewise powerful to the extreme. 

Coupled with his formidable to the extreme physical body, he forcibly pulled through. 

It was just that each time, he was blasted deep into the ground by that powerful force. 

But even so, his entire body was already dripping with blood, looking savage and terrifying. 

Under such intense shocks, even if Ye Yuan’s physical body was astonishing, he suffered considerable 

injuries too. 

The strength of these eight statues was indeed terrifying to the extreme. 

That powerful energy undulation completely had no problems killing at least one Dao Ancestor! 

If the target was not Ye Yuan, they would have long died no idea how many times. 

That voice said with a scornful laugh, “Hahaha … Ant, haven’t you figured out the situation yet? With 

your strength, another ten thousand times will be futile too!” 

“Oh, is that so?” Ye Yuan did not care in the slightest, continuing to assault, then get blasted flying again. 

“Of course! I’m the heaven! The paramount heaven! All you ants are nothing in front of heaven!” 



When the divine race powerhouses saw the Ye Yuan who was like a moth flying into the fire, they shook 

their heads one after another. 

“This is the power of Heavenly Dao. Although Ye Yuan is strong, he’s merely a slightly stronger ant. 

That’s all!” 

“This boy really overestimates your own ability, to actually dare provoke the majesty of Heavenly Dao!” 

“Heh, this brat had best be killed by the divinity. That way, our divine race will be able to reign over the 

world again!” 

… … 

The strength that Ye Yuan exhibited previously, it deeply hurt the divine race’s self-esteem. 

They knew that they would never be able to surpass Ye Yuan. 

They could not, but Heavenly Dao could! The Eight Extreme Divinities could! 

Looking at the powerful Universe, it was nothing in front of the Eight Extreme Divinities! 

That sort of delight was practically bursting out. 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan was blasted flying again, spurting out a large mouthful of blood with a cough. 

His aura already withered significantly. 

“Boy, I’m already tired of this. I can’t be bothered to carry on playing with you anymore! This strike will 

send you on your way!” That voice held unspeakable banter. 

At the same time, the eight statues actually condensed energy at the same time! 

Above the void, the wind and clouds surged, as if the end of the world was arriving again. 

Everyone present was crushed by this pressure until they were practically unable to breathe. 

Under this terrifying pressure, Ye Yuan’s clothes fluttered madly. 

“This … This is heavenly might! When a god is angered, Heavenly Dao is angered too! Ye Yuan’s 

provocation already affronted heaven’s mighty! He’s dead for sure!” Tian Qing’s expression changed 

abruptly as he said. 

Under this apocalyptic power, even he could not remain calm anymore. 

This was the true heavenly might! 

At this moment, he became incomparably devout, slowly kneeling down. 

“God, please calm your anger!” 

With him kneeling, all of the divine race knelt down. 



“God, please calm your anger!” Everyone lied prostrate on the ground, praying to heaven, incomparably 

religiously. 

“Ant, do you see it! This god is heaven! This is heaven’s might! Under heaven’s might, your chaos origin 

divinity will turn to ashes too! You are too weak!” The Eight Extreme Divinities looked at Ye Yuan with 

pity as it said with a loud laugh. 

Each of the eight statues was holding a different weapon in their hands. 

But currently, extremely terrifying energy was condensing on each weapon! 

If this strike landed, the entire Cangyan Mountain would likely be leveled to the ground! 

In the area of ten million miles, not a blade of grass would survive! 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s expression seemed very calm. 

He slowly opened his mouth and said, “Heaven’s might? Perhaps! Extracting the energy of the 

Heavenspan World to launch attacks can indeed be called heaven’s might! It’s just a pity that your 

technique has already been figured out by me!” 

Over on the Eight Extreme Divinities’ side, he clearly choked. He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually 

saw through the nature of this trick. 

However, he did not care, saying with a laugh, “Hahaha … you’ve figured out this god’s technique? A 

mere ant also dares to utter such big talk, what a joke! Boy, no matter how glib your tongue is, you’ll die 

without a doubt too!” 

Ye Yuan slowly shook his head and held his palm out. The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain appeared in his 

palm impressively. 

At the same time, an astonishing aura rose steadily from Ye Yuan’s body! 

That was the aura of Great Dao! 

Feeling this terrifying aura, the voice of the Eight Extreme Divinities finally changed! 

He seemed to have seen an extremely terrifying thing and said in shock, “You … You actually refined the 

Heart of Heavenspan! This … This is impossible! H-How can you, an ant, possibly obtain the recognition 

of the Heart of Heavenspan?” 

The voice of the Eight Extreme Divinities seemed extremely panicky. 

Clearly, the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain put tremendous pressure on him. 

The corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled slightly and he said with a smile, “So, it’s called Heart of 

Heavenspan! Looks like you really know quite a bit! Coming to find you is indeed correct!” 

It was only to see Ye Yuan hold both palms out flatly. The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain rose up. 

At this time, heaven and earth seemed to be revolving around Ye Yuan. 

“Retreat!” 



Ye Yuan lightly spat a word out of his mouth. 

Following that, those surging wind and clouds, the lightning flashing and thunder clapping, the fitful 

heaven’s might, all retreated! 

One word made everything return to tranquility! 

The terrifying power condensed by the Eight Extreme Divinities directly dissipated with the wind! 

This was the might of Great Dao! 

Ye Yuan looked at the eight statues and said with a sneer, “Now, try executing your heaven’s might 

again?” 

The divine race powerhouses present were all completely stunned! 

No words could describe the shock in their hearts currently. 

“What’s going on here? Heaven’s might was frightened away by Ye Yuan?” 

“This … This is also too exaggerated, right? He … a mortal, actually frightened heaven’s might away?” 

“Could it be that Ye Yuan already reached the point where he’s on par with heaven? This … This is 

impossible, right?” 

… … 

At this time, they did not know what they should say anymore. Only a deep shock remained. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2510: Eight Extreme Divinities’ Shock and Terror! 

The beating was naturally not in vain. 

The first time they exchanged blows, Ye Yuan felt that this power was not the Eight Extreme Divinities’ 

own power. 

He extracted the power of the Heavenspan World through some mysterious power. 

That was also the so-called power of Heavenly Dao. 

This power was merely a drop in the ocean to the Heavenspan World. 

But to martial artists, it was akin to heaven’s might! 

It was just that, this kind of means could hide from others, but how could it hide from Ye Yuan? 

Ye Yuan refined the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. At present, he was even standing at the summit of 

the Heavenspan Mountain already. 

The undulation of Heavenly Dao could not hide from his perception at all! 

He took the beating actually to figure this out. 

The means to mobilize the power of Heavenly Dao! 
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Thankfully, he did not fail the mission. He did it! 

These eight statues were more like an array formation. 

Each time they executed that energy, they would emit a kind of mysterious undulation. 

At the same time, the Heavenspan Mountain seemed to be able to feel this undulation, and lend him its 

power. 

Ye Yuan was in possession of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, he naturally sensed this undulation even 

more distinctly. 

After many times, he finally grasped this undulation! 

Hence, that was why there was the scene of repelling heaven’s might with one word! 

And this scene was really explosive to the extreme. It gave the divine race powerhouses a feeling of 

beholding a great mountain. 

Boom! 

Terrifying sword intent instantly covered a radius of a thousand miles. 

Universe Sword Formation! 

The eight statues were directly enveloped in the range of the sword formation. 

The Eight Extreme Divinities said in terror, “You … What do you want to do?” 

“Don’t you know what I want to do?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Y-You dare?! These eight statues are deposited with a wisp of my true self’s origin divinity! If you dare 

destroy the statues, my true self will detect it! If he descends, you’ll die without a burial ground!” The 

Eight Extreme Divinities threatened. 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed, thinking to himself that he indeed guessed correctly! 

There was indeed an extremely terrifying existence behind the Eight Extreme Divinities! 

It was just that Ye Yuan did not know just how strong this existence was! 

Ye Yuan’s silence made the Eight Extreme Divinities think that he was afraid. 

Hence, he led him on skillfully with patience as he said,?“Huhu,?young man, you’re an ant, but you’re a 

powerful ant! Presumably, you already have some guesses that this world isn’t the end point! The 

outside world’s powerhouses aren’t what you can imagine at all! As long as you let this god plant an 

origin divinity will and become this god’s slave, then in the future, this god has a possibility of bringing 

you to leave this world! Do you know, without this god’s guidance, no living thing in this world can 

leave?!” 

The Eight Extreme Divinities felt that this temptation was too great. Ye Yuan definitely would not be able 

to resist. 

Reaching Ye Yuan’s realm, what other pursuits were there still? 



Since he knew that there was an even grander and magnificent world outside, how could Ye Yuan not be 

moved? 

Ye Yuan was still silent! 

“Huhu,?I know what you’re thinking! However, you’re probably thinking too much, you can’t imagine my 

true self’s might at all! You think about it! To be able to toy with all of the Heavenspan World’s living 

creatures in the palm of his hands, how great is his power?! Therefore, give up on this! If he descends, 

this world will be annihilated!” The Eight Extreme Divinities increased the weight again as he said 

gloomily. 

At this time, he recovered to that high and mighty appearance again, seemingly already regarding Ye 

Yuan as his servant. 

And right at this time, Ye Yuan opened his mouth! 

“Want me to become a servant, it’s also not that you can’t! But I have a condition!” Ye Yuan suddenly 

said. 

The moment the Eight Extreme Divinities heard, he was overjoyed. But he still suppressed his emotions 

and said indifferently, “There’s nothing that can’t be done to my true self! Based on your worldview, 

he’s god! An omnipotent god! He is a true god! Not false gods like you all! What conditions do you have? 

Feel free to state them. With your insights, he can accomplish it with utmost ease!” 

The Eight Extreme Divinities said it very calmly and collectedly as if everything was under control. 

This attitude gave people an extremely convincing feeling. 

Ye Yuan said calmly, “I have a friend whose soul had disintegrated, only left with a final wisp of spiritual 

consciousness that isn’t extinguished! Wonder if your true self can help her to regather her divine soul?” 

The moment these words came out, over on the Eight Extreme Divinities’ side, he paused briefly. 

But very soon, he said very calmly,?“Heh,?this god said before, my true self is a real god, there’s nothing 

that can’t be done! Regathering the divine essence is harder than ascending to heaven to you all, lower 

realm ants. But to my true self, it’s merely a matter of lifting a hand! Boy, open up your origin divinity 

and await this god to plan my origin divinity will. I’ll naturally be able to help you!” 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s expression suddenly turned cold, and he said with a cold 

snort,?“Humph!?You don’t know what’s good for you, really take this Ye to be so easy to hoodwink? 

Looks like you don’t be honest! Since that’s the case, I’ll use force then!” 

That slight pause betrayed the Eight Extreme Divinities. 

Ye Yuan deliberately baited his words to inquire indirectly whether or not that person behind the Eight 

Extreme Divinities could regather the divine soul. 

But unfortunately, it disappointed him again. 

The Eight Extreme Divinities’ attitude clearly showed that that person could not do it! 

A piercing cold sword intent suddenly erupted. 



The Eight Extreme Divinities’ voice sounded extremely horrified, and he said, “D-Do you not want to live 

anymore? If you destroy the statue, all of you will have to die without a burial ground! My true self will 

really descend!” 

The current Ye Yuan already could not be bothered to talk with him anymore. 

He was in a bad mood! 

“Is that so? If he comes, then I’ll make sure he doesn’t return!” Ye Yuan said coldly. 

Right at this time, Universe Sword Formation suddenly launched! 

That sword intent that pierced the horizon rushed toward the eight statues frenziedly. 

The eight statues were not easy to deal with either. Their material was extremely tough, even the sword 

intent which fused four great rules was actually unable to break them within a short time too! 

“Hahaha … lower realm ant! Do you think that based on your bit of strength, you’ll be able to break the 

statues? Dream on!” When the Eight Extreme Divinities saw the situation, he could not help being 

overjoyed. 

He was very fearful of Ye Yuan. But at this time, he calmed down again. 

As long as Ye Yuan could not breach the statues’ defenses, he would consume the power of the origin 

divinity and break the barrier of the world, transmitting the news back to his true self there! 

At that time, Ye Yuan would definitely die without a burial ground! 

The threat that Ye Yuan brought to him was too great, it already escaped his control! 

Therefore, he had to request for his true self to descend! 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan said indifferently,?“Oh??Is that so? Dual Polarity … Sword Formation!” 

As soon as his voice faded, the Universe Sword Formation that was originally neutral and calm suddenly 

became unparalleledly swift and fierce! 

Bang, bang, bang?… 

One streak after another of terrifying sword intent directly ruptured the void, bombarding onto the 

statues crazily. 

Universe Sword Formation was born from Universe. It could naturally evolve into Dual Polarity Sword 

Formation too! 

The offensive power of Dual Polarity Sword Formation increased more than ten times when compared 

to Universe Sword Formation! 

It was only to hear a series of terrifying sounds transmit over. Under the countless bombardments, the 

eight statues finally could not endure it and cracks began to appear! 



“You … How did you do it? This … This is impossible! How can an ant possibly touch the boundary of a 

Heavenly Stratum powerhouse? This … This is absolutely impossible!” Eight Extreme Divinities’ voice 

carried an extremely horrified emotion. 


